This paper presents techniques to detect offline activities of a person when she is tweeting in order to create a dynamic profile of the user, for uses such as better targeting of advertisements. To this end, we propose a hybrid LSTM model for rich contextual learning, along with studies on the effects of applying and combining multiple LSTM based methods with different contextual features. The hybrid model outperforms a set of baselines as well as state-of-the-art methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we aim to solve the question, "Can we tell what the user is actually doing when she tweets?" For example, is she dining, watching a movie, or studying in a library? By knowing the activities of a user, more precisely targeted advertisements and marketing strategy can be directed to them.
Our goal is, to build a model that is able to recognize user activities not only for the cases where a clear indicator exists in the content, but also for the ones where the activity information is latent. Additional, the model should work without the help of author-provided location information.
For the cases where the content alone is not sufficient to extract the correct offline activity, additional context knowledge could be helpful. We posit that in order to better recognize offline activity, a richer contextual model is required. In this paper, we focus on the following research questions:
• How can we identify and appropriately label the offline activities of tweets? • What contextual information (i.e. other than the content) assists in recognizing activities? • How can we effectively recognize user activities using the contextual features? We start by using a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network [1] to model the tweet content. To improve the model, we explore the inclusion of contextual features with different variations of LSTM model. Based on the analysis and comparison, we propose a hybrid LSTM model that properly handles the contextual features to improve the outcome. For evaluation, we create a labeled dataset by collecting tweets where users have reported their locations. Our proposed model is able to reduce the error by 12% over the content-only models and 8% over the existing contextual models.
II. RELATED WORK
There are two types of work on the extraction of offline activities: current activity recognition and future activity prediction. Learning for activity prediction starts from the trace of check-in locations [2] to including temporal information [3] . None of the work utilizes the posted content, which is the focus of our models. Weerkamp et al. [4] predict future activities by summarizing tweet topics that mention a future time. To recognize current activities, Song et al. [5] rely on the assumption that friends on social platforms are related in their activities. Relationships in user interests are common among friends, however, such assumptions do not hold for offline activities. In contrast, our belief is that contextual information in tweets by the same author is more relevant in recognizing offline activities.
In order to incorporate external information into an LSTM model, Ghosh et al. [6] add contextual features into the calculation of the gate functions. Yen et al. [7] utilize a multi-task LSTM and include contextual information by concatenating the features. Finally, hierarchical LSTM models [8] , [9] stack LSTM networks with different levels of sequential data. In general, the effectiveness of each model is highly reliant on the input data and features; thus, none of the models appear good enough to work with various types of contextual data.
III. WORKING WITH CONTEXTUAL FEATURES USING LSTM
We first describe the process of assigning activity labels to tweets, then we explore several LSTM based models to include contextual features.
A. Activity Labeling
Similar to the labeling approach of [2] and [5] , we design an automatic labeling process that uses the reported location of tweets to assign labels. Essentially, we categorize locations and use predefined rules to map locations to activities. We create additional rules to overcome errors caused by locations that could be involved in multiple activities.
B. Contextual Learning with LSTM
We explore several popular LSTM-based models with contextual features including time of post, part-of-speech (POS) tags, and the most recent historical tweets from the same author. Since the goal of the system is to provide real-time recognition of activities associated with a target tweet, we only consider tweets posted prior to the target tweet.
First, we design a Joint-LSTM (J-LSTM) model similar to the idea of Yen et al. [7] , It concatenates the learned representations of the content and contextual features before feeding it to the output layer. Figure 1 shows an example design of J-LSTM model. The POS tag sequence is generated from the word sequence correspondingly, and it is fed into the model using embedding and LSTM layers. We treat post time as a sequence of size 1, so Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. it can be used flexibly in multiple models. Historical tweets are modeled similar to the target tweet, and share the same embedding layer with the target tweet. Next, we build a Contextual LSTM (C-LSTM) model based on Ghosh et al. [6] to handle contextual information. They directly add the contextual feature to the decision making at each gate. The implementation of C-LSTM simply concatenates the sequences of the contextual features with the embedded sequence of the content, and the concatenation is sent to the LSTM layer. Figure  2 shows an example of C-LSTM model. To properly form the concatenation with all the input, static features such as post time are duplicated and transferred into a sequence of the same value. The rest contextual features follow the same settings as the J-LSTM model. It is straightforward to understand that C-LSTM requires the contextual features to have certain relationship with the content at every timestep. Additionally, we also look into the use of hierarchical structure with LSTM such as [8] . However, it does not generate comparable improvement with all types of contextual features.
IV. OUR PROPOSED HYBRID-LSTM MODEL
In this section, we analyze the models described in the previous section with respect to their ability to incorporate contextual features, and propose a hybrid LSTM model to better support rich contextual learning.
The comparison is conducted on a development dataset with direct contextual features (POS tag sequence, post time), and historical tweets. These features are used to explore a more general conclusion for the capability of the contextual models.
A. Including Direct Contextual Features
The first three charts in Figure 4 list the performance of J-LSTM and C-LSTM in handling POS tag sequence and post time.
In general, C-LSTM performs better in handling both features. Since C-LSTM is designed to incorporate features at each step of the input, it generates a larger improvement with sequential features such as POS tags. Dealing with static features like post time, C-LSTM adds the same information to the gate decision for each step of the input sequence. On the other hand, J-LSTM incorporates the contextual information to the representation of the entire target tweet. The lack of order information in the inclusion makes J-LSTM less adaptive to these features. Therefore, with deeper and more precise incorporation at each step, C-LSTM is more suitable in handling direct contextual features.
B. Including Historical Tweets
The last chart in Figure 4 shows the comparison of handling the most recent 5 historical tweets. We find that J-LSTM performs better regardless of the number of included historical tweets.
C-LSTM incorporates historical information by a step-wise concatenation of the tweet sequences. Although we believe that historical tweets have hidden information related to the target tweet, such information is unlikely to be effectively captured in a word-to-word style. The merging of the information for J-LSTM happens at the level of entire tweets, so it relies on the sharing of the complete information among historical tweets. Therefore, C-LSTM is easier to be affected by the noise in the historical tweets. Based on this analysis, we think that a simple concatenation of complete historical tweets could better support the activity classification of the target tweet.
C. Hybrid-LSTM
In order to handle rich contextual learning, we propose a hybrid LSTM model (HD-LSTM) based on the analysis above. It aims to cover a wide range of contextual features, and utilize different modeling layers for different types of contextual features. With the capability of various layers, HD-LSTM is able to reach a better performance by handling the inclusion of contextual features more appropriately. Fig. 3 . Hybrid-LSTM for Text Classification Figure 3 shows a sample design of HD-LSTM that takes text input, along with contextual features of historical information, POS tag sequence, and post time. For each tweet component shown in the dashed box, the content sequence and the direct contextual features are combined with a concatenation of their embeddings. In the dashed box, post time is used to mark the moment when the tweet was written, while POS tag sequence helps understand how each word was actually used in the content. Then the enriched sequential representation is fed into a LSTM network and generates a flat vector representation for the tweet component. At this step, each LSTM module learns the representation for the semantic, syntactic, and temporal information of the corresponding tweet. Next, the enriched flat representations of all tweets are concatenated to form a larger representation that contains the information from all inputs. This concatenation further includes the historical information of the target tweet to improve the overall understanding of an enriched background. Finally, the concatenated vector is fed to the output layer. The features that belong to the same type across all tweet components share the same embedding. To further boost the proposed hybrid model, we also add self-attention to all LSTM layers. Table I lists several examples to show the effect of including contextual features in recognizing activities, and the success of the proposed hybrid model. We use LSTM to show the performance of only relying on content, use J-LSTM to apply historical tweets, use C-LSTM to include both POS tags and post time features, and use Hybrid LSTM to combine all these contextual features.
D. Illustrative Examples
Tweet 1 shows a strong relation to breakfasts, however, the true situation is that the author took a photo of a sandwich while he was waiting at an airport. It is reasonable that the tweet content leads to a decision of "dining" activity, and it holds the same even when the post time is also considered. Meanwhile, the most recent two historical tweets from the author talk about leaving a hotel and arriving at the airport. Thus, including the historical tweets become very useful in recognizing the correct "traveling" activity. Tweet 2 describes a situation where the author is surrounded by many people. With only this clue, it is possible that the author was shopping at a mall, having a dinner, or waiting at a train station. Given the post time as 12:07 p.m. on a Sunday, the model is able to make the correct decision. In fact, the true activity of the author is dining in a cafeteria, and "E" is the name of the place. Since "E" is a very uncommon name for a cafeteria, it becomes difficult for content only model to utilize this information. Recent tweets from the author talk about having fun with friends, which also helps determine the correct activity. Tweet 3 has a strong indicator that the author was at a hospital, and the content only model generates the correct output. However, including the historical tweets results in an incorrect result of "entertaining". Several historical tweets talk about drinking wine, which could mislead the model. Those historical tweets were all posted at night, while the post time of the target tweet is early morning. Considering this, the hybrid model is able to give the correct decision by distinguishing the different topics between the target tweet and the historical tweets.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We design experiments to explore the abilities of difference LSTM based models in incorporating contextual features towards a tweet classification task. The contextual features include POS tag sequence and post time of a tweet, as well as the most recent historical tweets from the same author. We do not include author identity since it could potentially create a strong bias to the model and it is not general enough towards ordinary inference tasks. 
A. Data preparation
Manual labeling is problematic in this task for the following two reasons. First, humans are good at recognizing surface meaning. So the activities that cannot be directly inferred from the content itself are unlikely to be correctly labeled by humans. Second, labeled dataset of sufficient size is highly desirable. Although there are certain ways to crowdsource the labeling process, obtaining sufficient labeled tweets with consistent standard and quality seems infeasible. Therefore, we design a automatic process to label the activities based on the reported location.
We started the data collection from defining 6 activities and their related place categories (Table II) . Then we used Google Maps API to collect specific places for each category with detailed coordinates. Finally, we used Twitter API to collect tweets that were posted with a reported location, which is in a range of 10 meters from the coordinates of a specific place. We only included the tweets that have reported location type as Point of Interest (POI). In addition, we added rules to improve the labeling quality, such as tweets that have noun keyword "ceremony" at location "stadium" should be labeled as "enhancement". Hashtags sometimes can be strong indicators for locations or activities. However, this use of hashtags may also lead to overfitting the model, and the uniqueness of hashtags makes it less useful towards unseen ones. To prevent this problem while preserve the meaning, we removed the hashtag signs and segmented the hashtag content so that the hashtags are separated into ordinary words.
B. Experiment Settings
To show the improvement of using contextual features, we also experiment with other content-only LSTM based models, i.e., BiLSTM [10] , CNNLSTM [11] , and LSTM with self-attentions (LSTM+Att). We initialize tweet embeddings using GloVe [12] . It creates a more domain-specific word embedding compared with using fixed pre-trained embeddings, and it also generates better performance compared with random initialization. Testing with different numbers of historical tweets, we found that including 5 most recent tweets as the contextual feature yields the optimal performance for most models. More details on the experiment can be found at [13] . 1 . Table III lists the performance of different models. For contextual features, "Direct" refers the use of POS tag sequence and post time features in addition to target tweet content, while "All" denotes the use of POS sequence and post time with the content of both target tweet and 5 most recent historical tweets.
C. Model Performance
Models that only use the target tweet content results in generating only limited improvement over the original LSTM. In contrast, contextual features boost the performance. The time of the post is more useful than POS tag sequences, and the benefit of historical tweets varies with the method of incorporation.
LSTM uses only the content of tweets and reaches a reasonable performance for the task given it has 6 labels. Bi-LSTM adds the ability to understand the content in another order and helps improve the outcome. Meanwhile, adding the convolutional layer does not provide much improvement. CNN is used to extract information similar to an n-gram model, and the informal use of words in tweets reduces the capability of such information. As expected, adding attention mechanism considerably helps the performance. J-LSTM works better to include historical tweets while C-LSTM performs better with direct contextual features. Since C-LSTM incorporates the contextual features into every token of the input sequence, C-LSTM shows to benefit from adding more direct contextual features.
Both contextual models are able to benefit from including historical tweets. It is surprising that C-LSTM generates a certain level of improvement with historical tweets. C-LSTM includes the tokens from historical tweets with the tokens from the target tweet at each time step, and it is not intuitively correct that words from different tweets have direct relationships. We think that some hidden attributes across tweets from the same author bring the improvement, such as the use of certain words while the author is engaged in a particular activity.
Combining the power of both J-LSTM and C-LSTM, the hybrid model outperforms both content-only models and models that use a fixed method to incorporate contextual features. When including all features, the large improvement of HD-LSTM over J-LSTM and C-LSTM shows the effectiveness of the hybrid model. The reported performance improvements further strengthen our analysis: historical tweets can be better handled by concatenating 1 Source code is available at https://goo.gl/o9dsBh the complete information of tweets, and the step-wise concatenation of feature representations works better to include direct contextual features. It is also obvious that HD-LSTM benefits from simply including more contextual features. In contrast, using a single method to incorporate more contextual features does not consistently improve the performance. Finally, HD-LSTM also benefits from adding self-attention mechanism to LSTM layers.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a methodology for including contextual features to improve the performance of content-based LSTM models, and proposed a hybrid LSTM model that combines various methods in order to do so. Our contributions also include a location-based method to label tweets with offline activities, as well as an exploration and comparison of the different ways of including direct and historical contextual features.
